GCCFI SHOW 20TH OCTOBER 2019.
MRS JOAN SMITH
I must thank Ronnie and the 2 committees for the very kind invitation and wonderful hospitality. It
was lovely to be in the Emerald Isle again. Gavin was my steward , hope he enjoyed the experience.
HOUSEHOLD PETS
NON PEDIGREE
A pleasure to judge the pets, they were all in lovely decorated pens.
SHORTHAIR KITTEN
ANY SH KITTEN MALE
1ST BOB McCARTHY’S GORM
A lovely blue short haired , male kitten, 5 months old . He was very settled in his Halloween themed
pen. A very friendly chap, so easy to handle. Handsome face with very expressive pale gold eyes. In
very good condition, well shown and enjoying his day out .
PEDIGREE PETS
LONGHAIR OR SEMI LONGHAIR CATS OR KITTENS
RED OR RED AND WHITE LH/SLH CAT
1ST BOB O’CALLAGHAN’S MAXIMUS
A very impressive red and white Semi long hair Male , in his 3rd year. He was a little nervous but no
malice, just liked the safely of his pen. Rich red coat contrasting with sparkling white. A very good
weight and in super condition.
ANY OTHER PATTER LH/SLH CAT
1ST BOB KIERANS’ FREYA
A very glamorous blue pointed long haired female just over 2 years old . She was sitting pretty in her
very girly pen , decorated with lots of sparkle Very pretty face with lovely expressive intense blue
eyes. Full coat with well defined blue points. Well prepared for the show. Shown in lovely condition
and handled nicely.
SHORTHAIR CATS OR KITTENS
ANY COLOUR SELF SH CAT
1ST WELDON’S JODY
A very handsome 2 year old hairless Male . He was a little nervous and far happier hiding under his
blanket. Very expressive face , bright alert eyes . He was a good size and weight . In lovely show
condition , just needs a little more confidence.
ANY OTHER PATTERN
1ST BOB WELDON’S JANICE
A very striking seal and white hairless female a year old. She was happier wrapped up in her comfy
blanket . She had a super expression , when she popped out of her blanket . Lovely and warm , well
prepared in very good condition and strong physique and weight.

